
 At French Living we are keen to feature an increasing 

number of wines which are healthier and more respectful of the environment.              
Here is a quick explanation: 

 

Organic wines are broadly made without chemicals in the vineyard other than copper 

sulphate (a natural -not synthesised- product) which is sprayed against mildew. The purpose 
of organics is to restore life in the vineyard and to encourage biodiversity. 

• No chemical pesticides, fertilizers, fungicides, herbicides, in the growing process 

• No artificial products used in the wine making process (since 2012) 

 

Biodynamic takes this a stage further. It is based on a series of  preparations and 

remedies designed to stimulate and enrich the living organisms in the soil. Biodynamics is 
also about finding natural solutions to natural problems; it is holistic and pre-emptive and 
about discovering a natural balance in the vineyard. 

• Ancestral lunar and solar rythms are taken into account 

• Natural practices (eg: quartz crystals spread in the vines to stimulate sun reflection; 
natural compost preparations to fertilize and encourage depth of roots) 

 

Natural wine is the ultimate stage. It involves making the fewest number of physical 
interventions during the winemaking process. This means fermenting with the natural 
yeasts in the vineyard (rather than bought-in yeasts), no temperature control, no added 
acid, or sugar or tannins or flavouring, not filtering or fining, and adding the bare minimum 
(or zero) sulphur dioxide (used to prevent oxidation).   

 

With greater vigilance in the vines and a more delicate touch in the winery 
these wines are fresher, more vibrant and natural tasting.  

There are numerous logos used on wine labels depending on the authority which delivered the accreditation. Some growers 
choose not print any logo on the label. We use the following symbols for clarity of this wine list: 

Organic O B Biodynamic N Natural 



Red...........................Blend of Merlot, Grenache & Cinsault  
White................Blend of Sauvignon, Grenache & Terret 
Rosé........................Blend of Syrah, Grenache & Cinsault 

House Wine - Vin de Pays d'Oc  

12.5cl   £3.40 

17.5cl   £4.25  

50cl Carafe  £10.20 

 75cl   £14.50 

100cl Carafe  £18.75  

CHAMPAGNE MAISON (HOUSE) 10cl  £6.50    75cl  £42.00 
Stylish dry Champagne with biscuity finish. blend of Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier  
 

CHAMPAGNE PIERRE GERBAIS  75cl  £55.00 
Single vintage blend of Pinot Noir (50%), Chardonnay (25%) & Pinot Blanc Vrai (25%), from the southernmost region of 
Champagne, a natural extension of the vineyards producing the great wines of Chablis 
 

CRÉMANT 
BRUT BLANC DE BLANC 10cl  £5.30  75cl  £29.50 

Sparkling Blanc de Blancs: mainly Chardonnay from France 

Champagne & CrémantChampagne & CrémantChampagne & CrémantChampagne & Crémant    

Vins MaisonVins MaisonVins MaisonVins Maison    

 

More wines by the glass overleaf   

O 



COTES DE GASCOGNE  Colombard/Ugni Blanc 
LE LESC 2014   £5.20 £18.95 

The Caves Co-operative de Saint-Mont has established a reputation for unrivalled consistency over the last ten years. This 
blend of Colombard (40%) & Ugni Blanc (60%), is light, extremely fruity & refreshing with pleasant acidity  

 
TOURAINE  Sauvignon Blanc 
GUY ALLION 2014   £5.80 £21.95 

first class Loire Sauvignon, picked at maximum ripeness to fill your palate with gooseberry fool infused with elderflower cordial. 
 
TERROIR D’ANIANE  Viognier/Marsanne 
RESERVE DE GASSAC   £5.95  £22.50 

Invariably called the Grand Cru of Languedoc thanks to its soil & micro climate, Mas de Daumas-Gassac produces wines of 
charm & subtlety. This soft white is the perfect example, beautifully balanced & not too dry. 

 
COSTIERES DE NIMES  Grenache/Roussanne/Vermentino 
CHATEAU MOURGUES DU GRES 2014   £25.00 

White Côtes du Rhone of the highest standard, this organically grown blend of Grenache, Roussanne and Vermentino has 
Provence style, expressing white flowers and ripe citrus fruits.  The sun is in this wine! 

 
BERGERAC  Semillon/Muscadelle 
CUVÉE DES CONTI - LUC DE CONTI     £27.00 

Creamy Sémillon dominates, spending eight months on the lees, complemented by oak aged Muscadelle. Imagine waxy 
peaches & sweet cashews with a dash of ginger, cumin & white pepper! Medium-dry drinkers love it! 

 
MUSCADET SUR LIE  Melon  
JO LANDRON 2014   £28.50 

An early convert to Biodynamics, Jo Landron puts Muscadet in a totally different league. His Melon grape is treated like a 
King, producing a zippy wine with fabulous appeal & easy to drink, especially with fish and shellfish 

 
CHABLIS  Chardonnay 
GERARD TREMBLAY 2014   £29.50 

This unoaked Chardonnay has everything: minerality, acidity, structure, freshness, fruit. Try it & you’ll be hooked! 
 
VOUVRAY  Chenin Blanc 
DOMAINE BRETON - LA DILETTANTE 2014  £32.50 

Brilliant natural Vouvray displaying high toned notes of white fruit with honeycomb & sweet blossom. 2 words: De-licious! 
 
SANCERRE  Sauvignon Blanc 
DOMAINE GERARD FIOU 2014   £33.50 

superb Sancerre from a top producer, full flavoured & very smooth Loire Sauvignon, with elegant fruit & persistent finish. 

FRONTON  Négrette/Syrah/Gamay 
CHATEAU PLAISANCE 2015 £24.50 

This pinky & perky coral-hued rosé made north of Toulouse with 65% Négrette, 25% Syrah & 10% Gamay is a sheer joy, 
with a more-ish, floral white-peppery quality that cries: Drink me! 

Blancs Blancs Blancs Blancs ----    WhitesWhitesWhitesWhites    

Rosé Rosé Rosé Rosé     
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HERAULT  Merlot 
DOMAINE DE MOULINES 2014    £5.25   £18.95 

Beautifully assembled, with just a whisper of garrigue, this Merlot is impeccably balanced, both elegant & pure. A sweet 
nose of bright red cherries opens to a plush, soft, round mouth of black fruits, fresh plums & blackberries  

 
LANGUEDOC  Pinot Noir 
LA BOUSSOLE 2015   £5.40  £19.90 

medium bodied Pinot Noir from around Limoux in Languedoc, ripe strawberry flavours with secondary aromas of menthol 
 
CÔTES DU RHÔNE  Grenache/Syrah/Carignan 
TERRE DE MISTRAL 2015     £5.80 £21.95 

Blend of Grenache, Syrah and Carignan from Côtes du Rhône. Very much a natural wine with no filtering or fining. Soft, 
slightly cloudy purple colour and gentle flavours of blackberry, liquorice, pepper and nutmeg.  

 
CAHORS Malbec/Merlot 
HERITAGE DU CÈDRE 2014  £24.00 

A bonny, ruby red Malbec softened by plumy Merlot, soothing to the palate, with a nice touch of lip-smacking acidity. 
Ecological viticulture combined with pioneering techniques (micro-oxygenation) make this wine stand out. 

 
BERGERAC Périgord, Abouriou, Merlot, Cabernets (Franc & Sauvignon), Cot 
LA VIGNE D’ALBERT 2015  £27.00 

A sublime cocktail of ancestral South Western grape varieties, a testimony to Albert the granddad who founded the 
vineyard. Deep garnet coloured with very intense fruit aromas, a true and natural “Vin de Fruit” 

 
CORSE - CALVI Nielluciu/Sciacarellu 
DOMAINE  CULOMBU 2014  £27.50 

powerful Corsican red, with notes of wild blackberry & liquorice! Niellucciu grape, this will delight Chianti Riserva lovers  
 
BORDEAUX - GRAVES  Merlot/Cabernet Sauvignon 
CHATEAU TOULOUZE 2010  £28.50 

80% Merlot 20% Cabernet Sauvignon, beautiful complexity of black cherry & spice, with fine, elegant & tamed tannins 
 
BEAUJOLAIS  Gamay 
CHATEAU CAMBON 2014  £30.50 

this Gamay from 80 year old vines is perfect for lovers of light bodied reds with abundant fruit and good length. Lapierre is 
a passionate family and Chateau Cambon is an absolute authority in Beaujolais. 

 
BOURGUEIL Cabernet Franc 
CATHERINE & PIERRE BRETON 2014  £31.00 

superb organic Cabernet Franc, delightfully fresh, yet intense, with a floral bouquet and flavours of raspberry & blackberry. 
Typical Loire red, not too tannic, but immensely elegant.  

   
BOURGOGNE  Pinot Noir 
HAUTES CÔTES DE NUITS LE PRIEURÉ 2014 £39.00 

The first Burgundy grower to go organic back in 1971. This wine has impeccable silky texture, balancing weight and 
concentration with brightness and acidity in a long, graceful finish. The basket of black fruit flavours is truly seductive 

Rouges Rouges Rouges Rouges ----    RedsRedsRedsReds    

     75cl        17.5cl   
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RED: LUSSAC ST EMILION  Merlot/Cabernet Franc/Malbec  
CHATEAU LA CLAYMORE 2010  37.5cl     £17.90 

this Bordeaux has had time to mature to a round texture, with intense redcurrant and vanilla flavours 
 

WHITE: SANCERRE  Sauvignon Blanc  
HENRI BOURGEOIS 2014 37.5cl     £19.30 

all the intensity of the floral and citrusy Sauvignon fruit with this Sancerre of high standard 
 

Bolée de Cidre (in traditional bowl) Brut / Dry 20cl  £3.50 
Cidre Bouché (Champagne style bottle)  Brut / Dry 75cl £9.95 
Cidre Bouché (Champagne style bottle)  Doux / Sweet 75cl £9.95 
 
 

MONBAZILLAC  Sémillon  
DOM. DE L'ANCIENNE CURE  10cl  £5.90 37.5cl £18.50 

sweet 13% abv wine with Sémillon grapes late harvested by hand on the left bank of the Dordogne river 
 
RIVESALTES  Muscat  
CHATEAU DE JAU 10cl  £6.40 50cl  £25.95 

15% abv. the full spicy and fruity flavours of the Muscat grape with this Rivesaltes domain of high repute 
 
JURANÇON MOËLLEUX  Gros Manseng/Petit Manseng/Courbu  
DOMAINE LAPEYRE 10cl  £5.50 75cl  £34.00 

sweet, but not too sweet 13.5% abv Gros Manseng, Petit Manseng & Courbu grown on the steep Pyrenées hills and picked as 
late as possible. It is made by Jean Bernard Larrieu, a thinker and innovator, constantly in search of excellence. 

 
 

Demi Demi Demi Demi ----BouteillesBouteillesBouteillesBouteilles    

Vins Liquoreux Vins Liquoreux Vins Liquoreux Vins Liquoreux     

Cidre  Traditionnel BretonCidre  Traditionnel BretonCidre  Traditionnel BretonCidre  Traditionnel Breton    
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